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At the moment, the lord was clearly outraged to the extreme, but helpless to the extreme.

“Three.”

“Obey.”As soon as Omi shouted three, the lord subconsciously shouted obey.

Omi said, “Lower your head,,, don’t shout so loud, I can’t hear you.”

The lord bit his teeth and lowered his head helplessly, “Obey.”

“Very well.Then, Li Chen lonely, how about you?Do you have any more thoughts about me killing your
son?”

“You.”Li Chenkou was filled with rage right now, he wanted to kill Omi to take revenge, but as a result,
Omi was a man with a sword formation, and he was no match for him only at the second stage of
robbery.Although neither Li Chenxiu nor the Lords were the strongest in the Six Seas, since even they
were no match, the strongest one in the Six Seas might not be much stronger than Omi.

“Ah.”In the next second, Li Chenlong also lost a leg.

“Li Chen alone, answer me, do you still dare to have an idea?”

Li Chen lonely teeth: “I dare not.”
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“Don’t dare.”Li Chenlong shouted through clenched teeth, he and the lord, both of them, clearly hated
it, but there was nothing they could do about it.

“Very well, then, today’s score is settled.”After saying that, Omi withdrew the sword formation, the
lord and Li Chenlong, only then did they see that Omi was standing not far in front of them.

They were arrogant and full of murderous anger before, but now they were like two defeated
roosters.

Everyone at the scene was shocked that Omi, who had suddenly appeared, had beaten both Hu Ying
Ridge Master and Li Chenkong so thoroughly.

Omi also announced to everyone at the scene, “Listen everyone, the Mo Dynasty, from today onwards,
is officially dissolved, the Tang Ji Gate, is officially listed, I, Tang someone, will be the opening
ancestor of the Tang Ji Gate.Of course, if you want to enter my Tangji Gate, you must pass a heavy
examination.Those immortals who are fortunate enough to become my successor in the future will be
able to learn my sword formation techniques.Alright, Dynasty Competition, you guys continue.”Omi
turned around and flew away.

The scene was abuzz with discussion.



Everyone had just seen Omi’s sword formation, learning the sword formation could completely defeat
the strong with the weak, it was a lost secret art from the ancient times, just now everyone was
wondering how to get Omi’s sword formation secret art, but now, a path was in front of them.

Many of the many loose cultivators at the scene, as well as the sons and daughters of many great
families, were secretly shaking their fists, thinking that they must find a way to enter the Tang Ji Gate
and obtain Omi’s Sword Formation Technique.Of course, most of these people were not sincere, they
were self-conscious of their noble status, they definitely couldn’t pull themselves up to worship Omi
as their master, they were simply mixing into the Tang Extreme Gate and then getting the Sword
Formation Technique, for such people, Omi wouldn’t even let them touch the door of the Tang
Extreme Gate.

Omi left the scene of the tournament, Omi had already defeated the two strong men of the sixth
stage, there was no need to continue to participate in the tournament, to do so would be to pretend
to be a competitor as well as self-depreciating.

Omi returned to the inn, as did Mu Qianji and the others.

“Omi, are you officially ready to establish your power?”

“Right.”

“Why is it called the Tangible Gate?”

“Tang is taken frommy surname, pole, which means extreme.I want this sect, to reach the extreme, to
reach the pinnacle, not only in strength, but also in future legacy.

“

“Well, the name is quite profound, I’m sure that this sect of yours will be as you wish.”

Omi suddenly sighed.

“Uh, why are you sighing?”Mu Qianji was busy asking.

“Qianji, you do not know that this is not the first time I have established a sect, today I am here to
establish the Tang Ji Gate, did you know that hundreds of years ago, I established a sect called the
‘Endless Gate’ in the mortal realm.”

“Uh, the Endless Gate?”

“Yes, speaking of which, it was really founded by the same person, the Tang Chi Gate and the Endless
Gate, both have names that are similar in meaning.

Tang Huan asked, “What about the Endless Gate that you founded in the Mortal Realm now?”

“I don’t know, maybe it perished.Maybe it still exists, who knows, today I set up another Tangible Gate,
and for a moment, it made me think back to when I was young.At that time, I was surrounded by a
group of people as well, and we established the Endless Gate.And today, I set up the Tang Chi Gate,
and there was a group of people around me as well.It’s just that the group of people around me at the
beginning is no longer the same group of people around me today.Other than the little fire that has
Yan Xingyi.”

Omi was deeply touched within.



Yan Xinyi sighed, “Things are not what they used to be, it’s really the endless vicissitudes, this time
down, you can go to the Endless Gate to take a look, after all, back then, the Endless Gate was your
heart’s blood.Maybe the Endless Door still exists today, after all, when you founded the Endless Door
back then, you left behind a set of Endless Techniques, and with the Jiang Hu environment at that
time, your Endless Techniques far surpassed the other Jiang Hu sects.”

“I hope so.”

“Then, if there’s nothing else, let’s go back.”

“Fine, there’s still a lot to deal with when we go back, but surprisingly we’re building the Tang Chi Gate
on the foundation of the Mo Clan Dynasty, so the Tang Clan will have to have their clansmen move
away.Of course, out of respect for the Mo Clan, you can lower the requirements for Tang Clan
clansmen to enter the Tang Chi Gate.”

Omi and the others returned to the Mo Clan Dynasty.

After returning, Omi officially sorted them out, and all those useless waste of the Mo Clan were
cleared out of the palace area, but they could be allowed to live within three circles, which could be
considered as giving them some privileges.For the Mo clan members with more potential, Omi let
them join Tang Ji Gate and become Tang Ji Gate’s fourth class disciples.

Omi set up several status levels of the Tang Ji Gate from top to bottom, including the Gate Master
Omi, the Vice Gate Master Mu Qianji, and everyone else, then the Gate Master’s successor, the Vice
Gate Master’s successor, the First Class Disciple, the Second Class Disciple, the Third Class Disciple,
and the Fourth Class Disciple.

The fourth class disciple was the lowest status.

Usually, unless they were specially recruited, they would always start as a fourth class disciple.

The only people who had the opportunity to learn Omi’s sword formation techniques were the disciple
master’s successors.

In other words, Omi’s disciples, the rest of them, did not have the opportunity to learn the sword
formation technique.

The Tang Ji Gate, was thus officially born, and within half a month, all the cultivators of the entire Six
Seas knew that a new Tang Ji Gate had been established at the original address of the Mo Dynasty.

This Tang Ji Gate seemed to be very strong, and its master, Omi, used a sword formation to defeat Li
Chen lonely and Hu Yingling Lord.

Every day, many immortal cultivators came to the Tang Ji Gate for assessment and wanted to enter
the Tang Ji Gate.

However, the ones who could pass the assessment and were favored by Tang Ji Gate were extremely
rare.

As for those who became Omi’s successors, there were even fewer.
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